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Import Supply Process cum T&Cs for overseas suppliers for direct 
order from Tata Steel India for all Incoterms like FOB, FCA, CIF, CIP, 
Ex works etc. (Not applicable for order placed by Tata Limited London)

A. PREAMBLE

Processes set out in this handbook are reckoners for the overseas suppliers, which will 
aid in hassle-free faster clearance of cargo at Indian Ports and subsequently quicker 
documentation and payments from Tata Steel Limited. 

B. MATERIAL DISPATCH CLEARANCE PROCEDURE

 1.  Dispatch Schedule: Suppliers are required to follow the agreed dispatch 
schedule for supply of the material.

 2.  Dispatch Clearance: Once the material is ready for shipment for Tata Steel Plant, 
the supplier should send an email to the Delivery Team of Tata Steel  Jamshedpur 
plant	or	Tata	Steel	Kalinganagar	Plant	for	dispach	clearance	against	schedule/
approval. Currently for Jamshedpur, bulk planning team is managed by:

  Mr. Ashiwani Gupta	(ashiwani.gupta@tatasteel.com)
  Mr. Tanweer Khan	(tkhan@tatasteel.com)	
  For Kalinganagar, bulk planning team is managed by: 
  Mr. Arpit Agarwal	(arpit.agrawal@tatasteel.com)
  Mr. Sanjeev Sinha	 (sanjeev.sinha@tatasteel.com).	 However,	 incase	 of	 any	

change	in	the	team	members,	the	same	will	be	notified.	
  The subject of email should contain PO No., Vendor Code, Plan Month of the 

dispatch, Incoterm, Regular or Trial or FOC. 
 3.  Rolls: In case of supply of Rolls, all communication to be also marked to                       

Mr. Ashis Jain	 (ashis.jain@tatasteel.com)	 and	User	 Plant	 (HSM/CRM/MM/
NBM	etc.)

 4.  Packing list and Pro-forma Invoice: Should	be	attached	in	the	email.	
 5.  Consignee Address: Supplier should keep a note of the delivery address 

mentioned	 in	 the	 Purchase	 Order	 (whether	 it	 is	 for	 Jamshedpur	 Plant	 or	
Kalinganagar	 Plant	 of	 Tata	 Steel)	 and	 all	 shipping	 documents	 should	 be	
drawn with consignee address giving address of correct delivery point.

 6.  Insurance:	In	the	case	of	CIF/CIP	terms	where	supplier	is	required	to	arrange	
marine	insurance,	the	supplier	shall	ensure	that	the	Beneficiary	is	Tata	Steel;	
Value of coverage is CIF + 10% and the coverage is from warehouse to warehouse 
i.e. Load Port to Tata Steel works including local handling, inland movement 
and storage upto 60 days from the date of arrival of cargo at destination port. 
The	local	agent	of	the	insurer	should	have	an	office	in	Kolkata,	India.
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 7.  Bill of Lading: The guidelines for issuance of BL is given below:

Consignee Address (for delivery 
at Jamshedpur Plant

of Tata Steel)

Consignee Address (for 
delivery at Kalinganagar 

Plant of  Tata Steel)
Notify Party

Tata Steel Limited
Jamshedpur Works
Jharkhand, India
Pin Code: 831001

Tata Steel Limited
Kalinganagar Industrial 
Complex
Jajpur, Odisha, India
Pin Code: 755026

TM International Logistics 
Limited
43, Chowringhee Road,
Kolkata, West Bengal
India
Pin Code: 700 071

Marks and Nos. Container Details Goods Details
Marks and Nos. should clearly 
state the TSL Purchase Order no. 
apart from other details supplier 
wish to mention

Container details should 
exactly match the container 
used along-with Container Seal 
no.

It should match the broad 
description of goods.

Free Period Original BLs Destination
14 days detention free period is 
must at discharge port

Telex Release / Surrendered 
BL are preferred to avoid 
delays due to document flow.

Haldia is preferred 
destination. Else Kolkata 
Port to be used.

Local Agents Freight
Shipping Line Agent should 
have an office in Kolkata and 
all shipping line payments and 
release of DO should be at Kolkata 
only. 

Always pre-paid.

Further, Tata Steel shall not bear any sort of surcharge that 
may be levied by shipping line at discharge port in various 
names like PCS, Container imbalance surcharge, Weather 
surcharge, Rupee depreciation surcharge and supplier 
should ensure that all forms of surcharge are settled at Load 
Port itself. In case Tata Steel is forced to pay any such cost 
at discharge port, same will be recovered from the supplier.

Destination Port Shipping Line Charges
Supplier should ensure that the shipping line levies standard destination port charges on Tata 
Steel and any sort of abnormal charges will be to supplier account. In such cases, Tata Steel 
shall provide corresponding proof of charges being collected by other shipping line agents to 
substantiate such abnormality.

 8.  In the case of FOB/FCA shipments, the supplier shall contact Tata Steel’s 
nominated freight forwarder whose email IDs is given herein below:

  Gerhard Schiefer: gschiefer@tkmglobal.net
  Philipp A. Rahman: prahman@tkmglobal.net 
  Andrea Wentzien: awentzien@tkmglobal.net
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 9.  Invoice:	All	invoices,	including	Pro-forma	Invoices,	before	dispatch	clearance	
must bear Tata Steel Material No. as provided in the PO, PO Item Serial No., 
Material Description as per PO, Unit of measure as per PO, Dispatched 
quantity, Currency, Rate and Total Value. Invoice should be stamped and 
signed by the supplier. Proforma Invoice should also mention the purchase 
order balance quantity that will be left after the planned dispatch.

 a. Quantity: Supplier should ensure that under no circumstance the 
quantity mentioned in the PO is exceeded and Tata Steel will have the 
right to reject the material received in excess of the PO.

 b. Rate: Wherever the rates are linked to analysis report / index, the supplier 
shall obtain rate confirmation from Tata Steel’s procurement team before 
actual shipment.

 10.  Trial Order: For trial order, planning and scheduling should be done in 
consultation with respective user department of Tata Steel. Plant clearance 
should be forwarded to the Delivery Team of Tata Steel before material is 
dispatched by supplier.

 11.  FOC Supply: Free of cost supply will not be allowed in regular order 
until and unless it is supported by Tata Steel’s PO. For any FOC supply, 
the	 commercial/pro-forma	 invoice	 should	 clearly	 mention	 in	 bold	 letters	
“It is FOC supply and value of material indicated is for custom clearance 
purpose only and not for payment”. Further the FOC supply should mention 
freight and insurance elements separately. It should be kept in mind that the 
valuation of such FOC supply should be same as per market rate and there 
should not be any sort of undervaluation for the same.

C. CONCESSIONAL DUTY BENEFIT UNDER FREE TRADE AGREEMENT

 1.  China Origin:	 For	 China	 Origin	 Goods	 which	 qualifies	 for	 duty	 benefit	
under	 the	Asia	 Pacific	 Trade	Agreement	 (APTA),	 the	 supplier	 shall	 obtain	
the	Preferential	Duty	Certificate	of	Origin	from	the	appropriate	authority	in	
terms	of	the	said	agreement.	As	an	example	following	materials	qualifies	for	
APTA	certificate:

	 a.	 Mortars/Refractory	Cement.
 b. Refractories qualifying under chapter 6902
 c. DS Compounds
	 d.	 Such	other	materials	which	are	covered	under	Customs	Notification	no.	

72/2005	dated	22nd	July	2005	of	Indian	Customs.
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 2.  Japan Origin:	For	Japan	Origin	Goods	which	qualifies	for	duty	benefit	under	
the	 Comprehensive	 Economic	 Partnership	 Agreement	 (CEPA)	 between	
India	and	Japan,	the	supplier	shall	obtain	the	Preferential	Duty	Certificate	of	
Origin	(CEPA	Certificate)	from	the	appropriate	authority	in	terms	of	the	said	
agreement.

 3.  Korea Origin:	For	Korea	Origin	Goods	which	qualifies	for	duty	benefit	under	
the	Comprehensive	Economic	Partnership	Agreement	(CEPA)	between	India	
and	Korea	or	which	qualifies	 for	duty	benefit	under	 the	Asia	Pacific	Trade	
Agreement	(APTA),	the	supplier	shall	obtain	the	Preferential	Duty	Certificate	
of Origin from the appropriate authority in terms of the agreement that 
provides best custom duty advantage.

 4.  ASEAN Countries: Similarly, materials originating from Malaysia, Thailand, 
Vietnam, Myanmar, Indonesia and other ASEAN Countries which are covered 
under	Customs	notification	no.	46	dated	1st	June	2011	qualifies	for	duty	benefit	
in	India	and	the	supplier	shall	arrange	necessary	Preferential	Duty	Certificate	
of	Origin	as	required	under	the	said	ASEAN-India	Free	Trade	Agreement.

 5.  HS Code:	 Supplier	 should	obtain	 confirmation	of	HS	code	declared	 in	 the	
Preferential	Duty	Certificate	from	Tata	Steel	to	ensure	that	the	duty	benefit	is	
properly claimed.

 6.  Particulars of Certificate: For all materials qualifying under the aforesaid 
agreements	for	duty	benefit,	supplier	should	ensure	that	the	details	of	relevant	
Preferential	 Duty	 Certificate	 are	 consistent	 with	 the	 invoice	 etc.	 and	 it	 is	
recommended	that	approval	of	draft	certificate	is	obtained	from	Tata	Steel/
TMILL	before	obtaining	the	certificate.	Special	precaution	is	to	be	followed	
for	third	party	sale	cases	where	supplier	is	different	from	the	manufacturer	as	
the	certificate	should	be	issued	strictly	as	per	the	guidelines	provided	in	the	
respective Foreign Trade Agreement.

 7.  General clause:  As the supplier is aware that the goods shall be imported and 
consumed by Tata Steel in India and as per several Free Trade Agreements 
(FTA)	 signed	 by	 India,	 preferential	 duty	 is	 applicable	 for	 specific	 goods	
covered under the relevant FTA depending upon the country of origin, 
wherever	applicable,	the	supplier	shall	arrange	preferential	duty	certificate	of	
origin as per the applicable FTA to support Tata Steel avail preferential duty 
at the time of importation of goods”. Wherever, Tata Steel is denied of the 
duty benefit due to incorrect preferential duty certificate of origin viz. use 
of wrong HS Code, invoice no. or date mismatch, value difference, format 
required by the FTA not complied with etc., Tata Steel reserves the right to 
recover the loss incurred from the supplier. 
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D. CONTAINER LOAD OPTIMIZATION

It is a pre-condition to the purchase order raised by Tata Steel that the supplier shall ensure 
that the supplies in container are sent in such a manner that the load carrying capacity of 
the container is optimally used. Tata Steel suggest minimum load of 25 MT per 20 ft. GP 
containers. In case the load cannot be optimized due to nature of the cargo like voluminous 
cargo, cargo safety issue preventing 2 High Load or any other reason, then on a case to case 
basis supplier should obtain clearance from Tata Steel for supplying the material with sub-
optimal load. Tata Steel reserves the right to recover such costs which is incurred by it due 
to sub-optimal load more than its planned costs on per metric ton basis.  

E. SHIPPING DOCUMENT FLOW

 1.  NN Copy over Email: Non Negotiable scan copy of complete set of shipping 
document	along	with	copy	of	Preferential	Duty	Certificate	of	Origin	as	required	
under	clause	“C”	above	and	duly	filled	in	Checklist	as	per	clause	F	given	below	
should	be	emailed	to	the	following	address	within	3	days	of	B/L	date:

For Jamshedpur Supplies For Kalinganagar Supplies
documentation@tmilltd.com documentation@tmilltd.com

customsclearance@tmilltd.com customsclearance@tmilltd.com
ashiwani.gupta@tatasteel.com arpit.agrawal@tatasteel.com

pravinksaraf@tmilltd.com pravinksaraf@tmilltd.com
tkhan@tatasteel.com sanjeev.sinha@tatasteel.com

Email ID of the person who had sent the 
Purchase Order

Email ID of the person who had sent the 
Purchase Order

 Email communication should mention PO no.; supplier invoice no. and BL no. in 
the subject line of the mail. W.E.F 1st April 2017, Indian Customs has introduced of 
provision for levying penalty @ Rs. 10,000/- per day for filing of Bill of Entry after 
one day from the date of vessel arrival. Kindly note that penalty payable by Tata Steel 
Limited due to delay in receipt of complete set of documents/desired clarification, if 
any, will be to supplier’s account.
 2.  Original Set: Full set of original documents should be send in duplicate to the 

following address:
  TM International Logistics Limited
  Documentation Section
  43 Chowringhee Road
  Kolkata 700 071
  West Bengal, India
  Ph.: +91 33 66339103
  Kind Attention: Mr. Saibal Mitra / Mr. Sabyasachi Basu
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  The original set should reach the above address at least 7 days prior to arrival 
of	shipment.	In	case	of	short	hauls	like	shipment	from	Singapore/Indonesia,	
the original set should reach the above address prior to shipment arrival at 
discharge port.

 3.  The composition of shipping document should be as per the Checklist given 
in clause “G” below.

 4.  Details of dispatch of original set should be sent through email to the aforesaid 
email	IDs	giving	PO	No.;	Invoice	no.;	BL	No.	and	courier	tracking	details.

 5.  It is advisable to maintain a standard material description with the HSS 
code	which	should	ideally	get	incorporated	in	commercial	invoice/LC/PO.

 6.  Please mention your Bank Details	(Name	of	The	Bank,	Address,	Swift	code	
and	Bank	Account	No.)	in	all	the	invoices.

 7.  TM International Logistics Ltd. (TMILL) is the clearing & forwarding agent 
in India for custom clearance and transportation of the material from Indian 
Port/Airport	to	Tata	Steel	Plants.		

 8.  Bank routed documents: Where ever the documents are routed through Bank 
on account of supply against LC or as per the agreement, the supplier must 
ensure that the original set reaches Tata Steel’s nominated Bank as per agreed 
format	and	containing	all	the	documents	as	required	provided	herein	at-least	
7 days prior to the arrival of the shipment at disport.

 9.  Additional Requirements: Occasionally there may be requirement of 
additional	 information/	 documents/	 certification/	 clarification	 as	 may	 be	
required for customs clearance purpose, the supplier should arrange and 
provide such documents forthwith without any delay. Supplier must 
appreciate that Tata Steel or its agent will never require information which 
is a trade secret but wherever it is a requirement of customs authority, Tata 
Steel expects the supplier to support the process of customs clearance. 

F. SHORTAGES

 1. 	 Acceptable	quantity	variance,	if	any	shall	be	as	per	the	tender	document	/	PO	
issued by Tata Steel.

 2.  Wherever material is supplied in weight terms, if the variance is found to be 
beyond the set limit following process will be followed:

	 a.	 At	Kolkata	Port/CFS,	if	the	customs	examination	does	not	require	opening	
of Container Seal as provided in the BL, the material quantity continues 
to remain intact as per the supply made from supplier’s premises.                                 
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Tata Steel/TMILL	shall	obtain	net	weighment	of	the	cargo	at	Port	inclusive	
of the container weight and work out a derived weight of the material by 
deducting the container tare weight printed on the container body. If the 
calculation suggest shortage beyond permissible limit, Tata Steel may 
inform the supplier about the finding and advice for joint inspection/
survey at the de-stuffing point at the warehouse in destination point 
(Jamshedpur / Kalinganagar). Else, Tata Steel shall obtain weighment 
figure at its de-stuffing yard at destination in similar manner and in 
case shortage is observed beyond permissible limit the same shall be 
informed to the supplier for joint survey.

 b. If the supplier agrees to the joint survey, then the cost of survey from 
Tata Steel side will be borne by Tata Steel and that from supplier side 
will be borne by the supplier. Supplier shall arrange its representative 
for the survey immediately at the destination point without any delay as 
the delay might result in container detention. Any container detention 
caused due to delay on supplier end shall be to supplier account.

	 c.	 The	findings	of	Joint	survey	will	be	final	and	binding	on	both	the	parties.
 d. If the provision of the contract provides for determination of weight of 

the	material	 excluding	 packaging,	 like	 zinc	 ingots	 then	 the	weighment	
at material level will be found and shared with the supplier in case of 
any shortage. Supplier may agree on the weights shared by Tata Steel 
for	 settlement	 or	 else	may	 appoint	 its	 own	 representative/surveyor	 for	
checking the weights.

	 e.	 Wherever,	 the	 customs	 officer	 opens	 the	 container	 seal	 at	 destination	
port/CFS	for	customs	examination,	then	shortage	if	any	observed	shall	be	
informed to the supplier forthwith and container will be kept on hold at 
the	port/CFS	itself. If the supplier requires survey to take place at Port/
CFS itself then the cost of delay in the form of detention and storage 
charges will be borne by the supplier in case shortage is identified or by 
Tata Steel in case the shortage is within the tolerance limit.

G. DOCUMENTATION CHECKLIST

Supplier should consider using checklist as given in Annexure A for preparation and 
sharing of documents with Tata Steel and its handling partners. A copy of checklist duly 
filled in must be enclosed along with the NN copy and Original copy shared with Tata Steel. 
Tata Steel reserves the right to demand compliance to the checklist and payment may be 
kept on hold due to non-compliance. 
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H. PACKAGING AND MARKING

The consignment shall be packed in sound condition in order to withstand transport hazards 
including interim storage period of one year from shipment date. All consignments shall 
indicate dimensions and weight of the package & the marks of consignee, order no. etc. For 
Refractory material supply, packing should be as per International Standard to withstand 
all types and modes of transportation hazard including storage period.  The material should 
be palletised and tightly strapped with proper edge protection to prevent slipping of the 
bricks, powder, and granular materials on the pallet during transit. Dimension of Packaging 
should be LxWxH meter for all types of bricks and monolithic. It should also be covered 
with polythene. The packing detail is to be pasted on all sides of the cardboard box/bags 
in bold letter, under the polythene sheet or stretch wrap for easy identification.  Marking 
should indicate Material number, Quality & Size, Supplier’s name, Tata Steel Order No and 
Quantity per box/bag. Month of Production, Shelf-Life, Country Of Origin, Batch No., etc. 
Further following instructions to be strictly followed: 

For Refractory Items
 •	 Each	brick	should	be	marked	with	Supplier	Name,	Size,	Quality	and	Batch	No.
 •	 Wooden	Pallet	should	have	sufficient	strength	to	take	load	in	four	Layered	

Vertical Stacking. 
 • PVC Pallets is recommended in place of wooden pallet.
 • Each one of 25kg HDPE bag should be clearly marked with vendor Name, 

Gross Wt., Net wt., PO No., Purchaser Name, Month of Manufacturing, Batch 
No., Shelf Life and other relevant details. 

 •	 Each	one	of	25	kg	HDPE/Gunny	Bag	should	be	dry	and	free	from	any	sort	of	
dust.

 • At the time of the receipt of material at plant, the shelf life of the item 
should be at-least six months otherwise it will be subject to rejection. In 
any case, the remaining life of material at the time of delivery must be at 
least 80% of the total life.		In	emergency	and	as	an	exception,	the	item	may	
be accepted after taking due approval, it is likely to be consumed within the 
expiry	of	the	shelf	life.					

 • Apart from the above markings, cautionary symbols and markings as per 
International Standards such as “FRAGILE”, “HANDLE WITH CARE”, “DO 
NOT	DROP”,	“KEEP	IN	DRY	PLACE”,	“TOP-DO	NOT	OVERTURN”,	etc.	as	
appropriate should be printed on all four sides.

 •	 Top	surface	of	carton/case/box	should	be	flat	and	hard	to	allow	stacking	of	up	
to four vertical layers, one above another.
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 • Supplier should eliminate usage of packing material which are not eco-
friendly and difficult to dispose of. 	 As	 an	 example,	 thermocol	 is	 an	
environmental	hazardous	material	as	it	has	to	be	incinerated	and	Tata	Steel	
doesn’t have an active disposal facility for thermocol in place. Therefore, 
usage	of	 thermocol	as	filler	 is	prohibited.	Use	of	cardboard/ceramic/brown	
paper	at	 spaces/as	packaging	media	should	be	considered.	Also,	Tata	Steel	
promotes	usage	of	such	recycled/recyclable	materials.

 • Supply of multiple materials or even same material belonging to multiple 
purchase orders should not be mixed in any manner.	Each	box/bag	should	
contain identical goods all belonging to the same purchase order only.

 • The lances are to be covered with polythene sheet. Proper protection to the 
pipe	and	the	thread	should	be	provided	to	prevent	in-transit	damage.	

 • Each lance should also be marked with supplier’s name, material no. and PO 
no. on its body or on the pipe portion of the lances.

 •	 Any	supply	under	trial	order/FOC,	should	be	marked	as	“FOR	TRIAL/FOC”	
on	all	sides	of	box/bag/case.

I. DELAY & SHORT DELIVERY CLAUSE 

In Case of any deviation from the agreed dispatch Schedule or delivery of short 
quantity, Tata Steel reserves the right to impose a penalty as per the Risk Purchase 
Clause provided in the Purchase Order/RFQ. 

J. INSURANCE CLAIM HANDLING PROCESS

Tata Steel manages the insurance claims through TMILL (A subsidiary company of Tata 
Steel) and hence TMILL is authorized to communicate and coordinate for all kind of 
cases which lead to insurance claims/customer claims in respect of shortage/damage to 
the material/3rd party. For FOB/FCA shipments, Tata Steel ensures marine insurance of 
the material covering all kinds of risk beginning at the point where supplier hands over 
the material to Tata Steel/its appointed agents till the receipt of the material at its plant, 
including all kinds of interim handling and storage. Similarly, Tata Steel expects that in the 
case of CIF imports, the supplier also arranges insurance policy on similar terms. At any 
point where Tata Steel/TMILL or any of its agent identifies a reason to belief that there is 
potential damage/shortage in the supply, an intimation may be sent by Tata Steel/TMILL 
to the supplier/the insurance agent mentioned in the policy cover note calling them for a 
joint survey. All other agencies involved are put under notice and called for joint survey. 
The supplier and other agencies are required to attend the joint survey without any delay 
and the finding of the joint survey is acknowledged by all the agencies present, which is also 
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binding on the absent agencies. The finding of such joint survey shall be final and binding 
and shall become the basis for assigning responsibility and recovery to be made by Tata 
Steel. Wherever required, Tata Steel might subrogate its rights to its insurer / other agents 
who can further pursue the claim on behalf of Tata Steel as principals. 

K. STANDARD FORMAT OF SHIPPING DOCUMENTS

 • Invoice

 • Packing List

 • Bill of Lading format 

 •	 Firing	Certificate	for	Refractories

 •	 Certificate	of	origin	format

  Japan origin

  South Korea origin

 	 China/Korea	Origin	under	APTA

 	 Malaysia/Indonesia	etc.	Origin	under	AIFTA

ANNEXURE A: SHIPPING DOCUMENTS CHECK LIST

Compliance 
(Y/N)

Date Remark, if any

Standard Checklist
Non- negotiable documents (scanned copy) to be sent 
within 3 days from shipment date to the IDs mentioned 
in PO T&C. 

   

Original documents to reach 7 days prior to vessel 
arrival (except for short haul shipments originating at 
Singapore, Colombo, Malaysia, Indonesia)

   

Min. 14 days container detention free time at discharge 
port

   

Surrendered BL / Express release/Telex    
Indicate balance PO qty after this despatch    
Invoice should contain Tata Steel Material Number, 
delivered qty, unit rate, currency etc..

   

Unit rate and currency of material in Invoice should  
match with PO
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List of Documents

Bill of Lading    
Invoice    
Packing List    
Certificate of Origin as per PO terms, Preferential COO 
if applicable for duty benefit under FTA

   

Certificate of analysis    
Insurance Certificate    

Cargo specific additional documentary requirement:

For Refractories: A declaration from the supplier 
on its letterhead clarifying whether the bricks were 
manufactured by firing after shaping at temperature 
exceeding 800 degrees centigrade.

   

For Fe alloys: A self-certificate letter showing % of Fe 
content and Purity % of Fe used

   

For Ferro Alloys and Hazardous materials viz Mag 97, 
Tin, Chemicals: MSDS

   

For DS compound: A certificate of Grain size 
distribution.

   

Basic checks
Same invoice number and date in COO, packing list, 
other docs wherever used.

   

Same PO no. in invoice, BL, Packing List etc. wherever 
used.

   

Summation of Individual package weight in Packing 
list/invoice to match with BL weight.

   

Errors like rate x qty does not tally with invoice amount; 
summation errors etc.

   

All documents should be signed by respective 
authorized person except e-generated copy

   

Final destination / Billing address in invoice and BL is 
as per desired destination mentioned in PO

   

FOC supply should come with fair market price along 
with incoterms.
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ANNEXURE B: TYPICAL INVOICE FORMAT
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ANNEXURE C: TYPICAL PACKING LIST FORMAT

	•	 Points to be considered:

 a. Packing list should have detailed information of all items shipped.

 b. Details to include package dimension, net weight, gross weight.

 c. Overall summation of Gross Weight should match the GW mentioned in 
the Bill of Lading.

	 d.	 In	the	case	of	containerized	shipment,	Packing	List	should	have	details	at	
each Container level.

 e. Packing List should have cross reference of the Invoice No. and PO and all 
details should be aligned.
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ANNEXURE D: TYPICAL BILL OF LADING FORMAT
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ANNEXURE E: FIRING CERTIFICATE FORMAT (FOR REFRACTORIES)

(For Refractories only)

Invoice Ref: xxxxx

Invoice Date: xxxxx

This is to certify that the refractory bricks supplied against aforesaid invoice no.   
dated… to Tata Steel Limited has been fired / heated at a temperature of approx……… 
degrees centigrade after shaping.

(In case of multiple cargo and each cargo went through different temperature levels, 
please cover each material separately)

Signed and Sealed by:

Date:
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ANNEXURE F1: DUTY SAVING CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN EX-JAPAN
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ANNEXURE F2: DUTY SAVING CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN EX-KOREA
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ANNEXURE F3: DUTY SAVING CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN EX-CHINA / KOREA UNDER APTA
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ANNEXURE F4: DUTY SAVING CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN UNDER AIFTA
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For Further Queries Please Contact
1. Tata Steel, Jamshedpur : (1) Mr. Ashiwani Gupta     
          ashiwani.gupta@tatasteel.com
  (2) Mr. Tanweer Khan 
   tkhan@tatasteel.com
2. Tata Steel, Kalinganagar : (1) Mr. Arpit Agarwal
   arpit.agrawal@tatasteel.com
  (2) Mr. Sanjeev Sinha
   sanjeev.sinha@tatasteel.com


